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trend factors stabilizing
While most Canadian health care trend factors continue to increase at double-digit rates, overall 
trends appear to be stabilizing, according to the latest Canadian Health Care Trend Survey conducted 
by ACS HR Solutions.
Based on information from 11 national insurers, overall trend rates, including both inflation and 
utilization, are now 13.33 per cent, marginally higher than the 13.20 reported this time last year.  
While still well above the two per cent inflation rate as measured by the Consumer Price Index, it 
is showing signs of a decrease from previous years in selected areas, especially prescription drugs.  
On an overall basis, trends appear to have retreated from their crest of 15.70 per cent reported in 
2002 and have either steadily declined or have remained relatively stable on a year-to-year basis 
since then.  
The annual report by ACS shows a broad downward movement in trend factors from 2003 in 
prescription drug, hospitalization and medical costs.  
This year, prescription drug costs appear to offer the most hopeful signs, with utilization rates 
declining significantly in 2007 to 4.21 per cent from 5.53 per cent a year ago.  While the combined 
utilization and inflation rates totalled 14.26 per cent, it is still a far cry from the 16.61 per cent 
trend rate of 2003.   
In contrast to the declines in drug cost trends, medical coverages such as paramedical services, 
medical supplies and related items, saw relatively sharp increases over 2006. Utilization increases 
remained flat at 6.10 per cent but inflation jumped to 7.48 per cent, for a total increase of 13.43 
per cent, up from 12.52 per cent last year.
Meanwhile, hospitalization costs experienced an overall increase of 12.47 per cent, up from 12.13 
per cent in 2006. However, that number hid a major contradiction in utilization and inflation 
trends.  Increases in utilization costs declined markedly to 3.32 per cent in 2007, down from 5.29 
per cent last year. However, inflation trends in that sector jumped almost 50 per cent to 9.13 per 
cent, according to the survey. No reason was given for these highly mixed trends.
Greater use of generic drugs, along with a decline in the number of new “blockbuster” drugs being 
introduced to the market, was credited for the drop in drug trend factors. Greater use of orthotics, 
massage therapy and acupuncture accounted for the jump in medical cost trends.  
Dental trends remained stable in the four per cent range.  Most provinces fix rates using the fee 
guide of their provincial dental associations. 
The survey’s annual trend factors from 2003 to 2007 follow:
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extend  maternity 
leave to 2.5 
years, advisory 
committee says
An advisory committee to Prime 
Minister Steven Harper has urged the 
government to extend government-
sponsored maternity leaves to up to 
two-and-a-half years.
According to the Ministerial Advisory 
Committee on the Government of 
Canada Child Care Spaces Initiative, 
the national demand for child care 
spaces could be reduced significantly 
by extending the government’s 
current Employment Insurance (EI) 
program maternity benefits from the 
current level of 50 weeks to over two 
years.
In a report to the Prime Minister, 
the committee recommended the 
gradual extension of EI benefits; 
first to 18 months then, over time, 
to 2.5 years.  The benefit would be 
available to both parents.   It also 
recommended increasing payment 
levels and providing incentives 
for employers to “top-up”  benefits 
so that maternity leave payments 
approximate recipients’ former salary 
levels.
In addition, the committee suggests 
that grandparents also qualify for up 
to 60 days of EI-sponsored leave to 
take care of the family responsibilities 
that follow the birth of a child.
No cost was attached to the 
recommendations.  However, the 
extension of EI maternity benefits 
from 25 to 50 weeks in 2000 cost the 
government $1.25 billion. 

Medical plans

 Trend factors stabilizing continued from page 1 

Hospitalization

dental

overall blended trends

*Note: Since the number of respondents per category varied, the  
 utilization and inflation totals combined may not equal the total trends.
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two-tired  
pensions a “myth” 
fsnA says
The Federal Superannuates National 
Association (FSNA) has condemned a 
Canadian Federation of Independent 
Business (CFIB) report warning that 
a two-tiered pension system is under 
development in Canada.
In a letter to CFIB President 
Catherine Swift, the FSNA says that 
charges of a widening gap between 
public and private sector pensions are 
“incomplete” and “unprofessional” and 
“aimed at perpetuating myths about 
public pension plans.”
The FSNA was reacting to an earlier 
report from the CFIB warning that 
the country’s pension system was 
evolving into a two-tier concept, with 
“fat” tax payer-supported defined 
benefit pensions provided to federal 
government employees while limited 
defined contribution or group 
retirement savings plans were provided 
to private sector workers. (See the 
March 2007 edition of the Coughlin 
Courier for background details.)
The federal superannuates group 
called for a more balanced and 
professional perspective in the 
pension debate, noting that federal 
superannuation plans are supported 
by employee contributions that are 
reviewed and adjusted regularly to 
maintain plan funding levels.
“The hi s tor y of  the federa l 
superannuation plans shows that they 
are not underfunded.  In fact, in recent 
years, the federal government retired 
an accumulated surplus in excess of 
$30 billion from the superannuation 
plans and applied this surplus against 
the national debt — thus benefiting all 
taxpayers,” the FSNA wrote.
The group added that, with an average 
payout of $20,000 per year, federal 
pensions are hardly “fat.” 

budget accents retirement planning
Retirement planning was one of the major issues of the federal budget presented to Parliament 
this past March.

With more attention being focused on the pending retirement of the baby boom generation, the 
government appears to be taking the first steps to delay the predicted labour shortage that may 
result from the loss of that segment of the workforce.

To date, the Harper government’s approach to this potential problem appears to be to provide 
incentives for workers to stay in the labour market longer.  One example in the 2007 budget 
includes allowing phased retirements.  Under the budget proposals, an employer will be allowed 
to pay a partial pension to an employee and provide benefit accruals to the employee’s pension 
plan.  In effect, an employee could receive a partial pension benefit while continuing to work.   
The option will only be available to employees age 55 or older who are entitled to receive an 
unreduced pension.  The plan is expected to encourage older workers to remain in the labour 
force for a longer period of time.  It may also meet rising demands for pension plans to feature 
greater flexibility to meet the lifestyle requirements of today’s older workforce.

The phasing-in concept mirrors proposals presented by the government of Quebec in its February 
2007 budget.  If enacted, the federal measure will go into effect in 2008.

The March budget also called for the extension of the annuitization limit of registered retirement 
savings plans (RRSPs), registered retirement income funds (RRIFs) and registered pension plans 
from age 69 to 71. The proposal will encourage workers to defer receiving a pension income 
from their registered savings plans for two years, thereby fostering more retirement savings and, 
potentially, the postponing of  retirement plans.  The establishment of  an age 71 maturity date 
for registered plans is a return to the regime that was in place until the mid-1990s, when the date 
was moved downward to age 69 as part of the federal government’s debt reduction program.

For more sophisticated savers, the government expanded the list of eligible investments that can 
be held in RRSPs to include investment-grade debt and publicly listed securities.

For those who have already retired, the hallmark of the new budget was its proposal to allow 
pension earners to split their income for tax purposes. While details are to be announced later, 
pension splitting should allow couples to report equal pension incomes and reduce their total 
household tax burden.  This will be particularly true for “traditional” households with just one 
pension income earner or situations where equalizing the pension incomes of two people results 
in both being assigned to a lower taxable income bracket.

Pension splitting will only be available to income earned from registered pension plans and 
annuities generated by RRIFs, life income funds (LIFs), deferred profit sharing plans (DPSPs) 
and life income retirement annuities (LIRAs).   Government social programs such as the Canada/
Quebec Pension Plan, Old Age Security (OAS) and the Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIS) 
will not be eligible for splitting.

Full details on the budget can be found at the Federal Department of Finance website at  
www.budget.gc.ca 

www.budget.gc.ca
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benefits accounting 
and pension disclosure 
rules changing
Changes to both securities regulations and 
accounting rules will require plan sponsors 
to be extra vigilant in reporting the funding 
of their pensions and benefits, starting next 
year.
According to drafts of the revised Canadian 
Institute of Chartered Accountants’ handbook 
on employee benefits, the funding status of 
benefit plans will have to be reported on plan 
sponsor balance sheets.  As well, plan assets 
and obligations will also have to be reported 
at fiscal year-ends, not up to three months 
early as current practices allow.
Non-profit organizations and publicly traded 
entities must recognize their plans’ funding 
status beginning with the fiscal year ending 
December 31, 2007.  Privately held firms 
will have until the end of 2008 to make the 
change.  Since they have their own reporting 
requirements, public sector organizations and 
government bodies will not be affected by the 
new regulations.
Meanwhile, the Canadian Securities 
Administrators (CSA) agency says that 
defined contribution pension plans will have 
to report both actual and notional employer 
contributions, beginning in 2008.  As well, 
defined benefit plans will have to report the 
aggregate change in the actuarial present value 
of the pension plans of each named executive 
or director of a sponsoring organization.  Such 
information will also have to be reported to a 
sponsor’s pension committee.
The new CSA rules mirror those adopted by 
the US Securities and Exchange Commission 
last year. 

pension funding ratios bounce back
The surplus positions of many North American pension plans are 
looking healthier, thanks to the return of a healthy stock market. 
After years of negative or neutral performance, Canadian and American 
pension plans have experienced their best results in five years.  
According to Standard and Poor’s 2006 Pensions & Other Post 
Employment Benefits Report, the defined benefit plans sponsored by 
members of the S&P 500 index snapped back from a total funding 
deficit of $140.4 billion US in 2005 to a deficit of $36.4 billion in 
2006. In terms of funding ratios, the S&P companies, which sponsor 
the continent’s largest private sector pension plans, turned from a low 
of 90 per cent two years ago to 97.5 per cent in 2006. The number 
of fully funded plans also jumped from a low of 47 in 2005 to 82 in 
2006.
While still a long way from the 128 per cent funding ratio experienced 
during the high tech stock market boom of 1999, the funding 
turnaround is welcome news to actuaries and regulators, many of whom 
were predicting a major pension funding crisis as late as last year.
“At this point, pensions are expected to improve in both their funding 
status and evaluation ratios,” says S&P Senior Index Analyst Howard 
Silverblatt. “We expect to see 2007 pensions fully funded on an aggregate 
basis by year-end.”
While much of the improvement can be traced to rising markets, other 
factors such as stable interest rates, conversions to more affordable 
defined contribution pension plans or group RRSPs, and a general 
corporate will to seriously address pension funding and other governance 
issues, also helped turn the funding problem around.
If the growth in equity markets continues, and if bond yields improve 
as predicted, the pension picture could become even rosier, analysts 
report.
However, there may be a few clouds on the horizon. According to 
an April 25, 2007 report by Bank of Canada Governor David Dodge, 
reduced growth in the US has already cut deeply into Canadian exports 
while strong and systemic inflationary pressures have opened the 
possibility of a hike in interest rates. This could lead to a cooling of the 
equity markets — and pension funding — in the mid to long term. 
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When Ltd isn’t enough
If you have group long-term disability (LTD) coverage, your best route to financial security 
may involve using individual disability insurance as a supplement to the group LTD coverage. 
There are three ways you can do so.  
1.  Top-up

If your existing group LTD policy is less than what you’re eligible to own, you can “top-up” that 
coverage by buying the difference.  For example, if your maximum coverage allowable under 
your group LTD plan is $3,000 per month, non-taxable, yet, according to your salary you are 
eligible for $6,000 non-taxable per month, you can purchase the difference of $3,000.  
2.  offset

“Offset” means that you want more individual disability insurance than a top-up would provide.  
This typically happens when you are worried about the definition of disability of your group 
coverage and whether it will pay at the time of claim.  If the group plan DOES pay, the amount 
paid by the individual disability policy may be reduced, depending on your pre-disability 
income.  Because of this potential offset, you may qualify for a premium discount.
3.  Wrap-around

A “wrap-around” involves co-ordinating with an existing short-term benefit such as a group 
LTD plan that only pays for two years.  First, a top-up or offset needs to be done with the 
existing LTD plan.  Then, a second benefit needs to be co-ordinated to take over after the group 
LTD benefits end.
For more information, contact Coughlin’s Individual Financial Services Consultant Jackie 
Moulton at jmoulton@coughlin.ca 

Alberta pharmacists 
can now prescribe 
and administer drugs
Alberta pharmacists can now prescribe 
medications under certain conditions.
Effective April 1, 2007, that province’s 
licensed pharmacists were allowed to 
prescribe medications for minor conditions 
or illnesses.  They will also be allowed to 
adjust or modify medication dosage levels, 
monitor or refill prescriptions, provide 
emergency supplies of previously prescribed 
drugs, or offer comprehensive drug therapy 
management in concert with other medical 
professionals.  In addition, they will also be 
allowed to administer drugs by injection.  
However, they must first complete orientation 
programs offered through the Alberta College 
of Pharmacists (ACP).  
Only pharmacists who have completed the 
ACP orientation standards will be allowed to 
prescribe or administer drugs.
The ACP has suggested that pharmacists 
charge a $13 to $14 consultation fee for 
prescribing or modifying dosage levels.
Plan sponsors and administrators should 
expect to receive claims for such costs from 
members in Alberta. 

new brunswick to 
review private health 
services
New Brunswick Health Minister Mike 
Murphy says his province will consult its 
residents to see if they are open to having 
more medical services available through 
private providers.
With provincial medicare costs increasing 
at an annual rate of seven per cent over the 
past seven years, the minister hopes to reduce 
costs by adding efficiencies to the delivery of 
clinical and non-clinical services.
The proposal has met with opposition from 
social groups fearing privatization of health 
services and from the federal government.
The province already subcontracts mental 
health, addiction treatment, plastic surgery 
and other health services to private clinics. 

 Tobacco  Alcohol obesity 
 consumption, consumption, level as a 
 percentage of litres per percentage of life
Country population capita population expectancy

Japan 30.3% 8.2 3.2% 81.8

Italy 24.2 8.6 8.5 79.9

Canada 17.0 7.8 14.3 79.7

France 28.6 14.8 9.4 79.4

UK 26.0 11.2 23.0 78.5

Germany 28.6 10.2 12.9 78.4

OECD 26.5 9.5 14.1 77.8
average

US 17.5 8.3 30.6 77.2
(OECD Health data 2005, June 2005)

booze, tobacco and fat:  
what is their impact on mortality?
Which has a greater impact on mortality:  tobacco and alcohol consumption or just plain eating 
too much?
Data released by the Organization of Economic Development and Co-operation (OECD) 
suggests that nations with lower levels of obesity generally can (but not always) have higher life 
expectancies even when their tobacco or alcohol consumption is high.  The following ranks these 
factors among the G7 countries and the OECD member average.

mailto:jmoulton@coughlin.ca
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ppn update
The Drugstore Pharmacy – loblaws,  
of 657 John Street North, Aylmer, 
Ontario recently joined the Coughlin &  
Associates Ltd. Preferred Provider Network. 
Their telephone number is: 519-765-2915.
White Cross Pharmacy, of 264 Elgin Street, 
Ottawa, recently joined the Coughlin & 
Associates Ltd. Preferred Provider Network.  
Their telephone number is: 613-233-4029.
The Pharmx Rexall Drug Store, located at 
580 Rideau Street in Ottawa, has changed its 
name to The Medicine Shoppe and is no longer 
a member of the PPN.

 •  The Ontario government has retreated 
from its plan to make the Ontario 
Drug Benefit (ODB) plan the second 
payer for seniors with private insurance 
coverage and for retirees covered under 
the federal Public Service Health Care 
Plan. No reason was given for the policy 
reversal.

•  Canadian employers will have to become 
more flexible to encourage workers to 
stay on the job after age 65 says Bank 
of Canada Governor David Dodge.  In 
a speech to the Calgary Chamber of 
Commerce, the country’s central banker 
said that barriers to the continued 
participation of workers after age 65 will 
have to be removed to address a growing 
labour shortage.  He urged employers to 
adopt flexible work schedules for older 
workers and re-design pension programs 
to encourage longer participation in the 
workforce. “The real challenge is for us 
to find ways that we can use people more 
flexibly as they get older,” he said.

•  Health Canada has recalled Zelnorm® 
from the Canadian market. The 
medication was designed to treat 
symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome 
but has been linked to various 
cardiovascular events such as heart 
attacks, strokes and angina. ESI Canada 
reports that more than 14,000 Zelnorm® 
claims were paid last year.

•  While they may think themselves as 
forever young, baby boomers aged 51 to 
56 are not as healthy as their predecessors  

were when they reached the same age 
bracket. A joint study by Ottawa’s 
Carleton University and the University 
of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia indicates 
that boomers are reporting more chronic 
health conditions, pain, psychological 
problems and addictions than their 
counterparts born in the years 1936-41 
and 1942-47 did when they were in the 
51 to 56 age bracket.

•  Average family income in 2006:  
$63,000. Amount paid-out in taxes, 
including income tax, sales taxes, 
Employment Insurance and Canada 
Pension Plan contributions, gas taxes 
and various excise taxes, according to the 
Fraser Institute:  45 per cent.  Amount 
spent on food, clothing and shelter:  
35 per cent.

•  The German parliament has passed 
legislation raising that country’s 
retirement age to 67.

•  Sun Life has joined Manulife Financial, 
Nortel, Bell Canada and Sears Canada 
and will gradually eliminate retiree 
benefits beginning in 2008. Those retiring 
in that year will no longer receive dental 
coverage. Meanwhile, those retiring in 
the years 2012 to 2014 will no longer 
receive extended health care coverage. 
No benefits will be paid to those retiring 
after 2015. The company plans to allow 
retiring employees to buy their own 
health care coverage at group rates.  

•  One-third of heart attack victims stop 
taking prescribed medications within 
two years, according to the Institute of 
Clinical Evaluative Sciences. According 
to the Institute, dropping the use of 
drugs such as statins and beta blockers 
increases the chances of dying by 
approximately 25 per cent.

•  Percentage of American workers who say 
they expect to receive an income from a 
defined benefit pension plan, according 
to the Employee Benefit Research 
Institute: 62 per cent. Percentage of 
workers reporting they are enrolled in 
such plans:  41 per cent.

•  Both California and Massachusetts 
have passed legislation requiring their 
residents to buy private health insurance, 
if it is not provided at work. While 
accepted in principle, implementation 
is proving difficult for both states. In 
Massachusetts, it is estimated that 
premiums for workers over age 56 
earning $30,000 or less would be $347 
per month, a sizable portion of after-tax 
income. In California, premiums could 
be as little as $100 per month. However 
deductibles begin at $5,000. Both plans 
have enraged advocacy groups. 
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